Flush Your Liver For Optimal Health

Super Phos 30

Cleanse your liver to detoxify your body and help eliminate: q Headaches q Poor Digestion

q Bloating q Weight Gain q Irritable Bowel q Coated Tongue q Mood Swings q High Cholesterol
q Hypoglycemia q Gall Stones q Chronic Fatigue Syndrome q High Blood Pressure q Allergic Reactions

Keep your liver clean for a long-lasting
surge of healthy energy ... and maximum life
span!
Having a clean, healthy liver plays a
large role in determining how healthy
your feel ... and even how long you
live.

bad health. There was no reliable,
non-surgical way to eliminate the
painful gall stones (which are just
relocated liver stones).

Your liver is like a giant filter that
captures harmful pollutants, metals,
chemicals, parasites and excess
cholesterol in your body. Then it
clumps them together into “stones”
and passes them out your bowel.

You would face a life of indigestion,
bloating, pain allergies, and all
manner of health problems.

Unfortunately, due to aging, modern
environmental chemicals and
poor diets, chances are your liver
is overworked and clogged with
“stones”.

Super Phos 30 is like a natural crow
bar that pries apart and breaks down
liver stones so they pass naturally and
unclog your liver.

With your liver blocked and its
filtering ability shut way down,
poisons can spread freely through
your body.
And that explains why you have many
of the health problems you do.
Fast, Safe, Non-surgical Relief!
Until recently, a clogged liver was
like a prison sentence of misery and
Here’s All You Need For a
Healthy Liver Flush
ü Super Phos 30
ü 3 quarts Apple Juice (natural,
not concentrate, no sugar added)
ü 1 cup Olive Oil (extra virgin)
ü 8 - 12 oz. Coca Cola Classic
(room temperature, bottle not can)
ü Juice from 1 Lemon

Super Phos 30 Works Like Magic
and Changes Your Life.

Users of Super Phos 30 are often
amazed at the number of stones they
pass in their stool. (often 200 or
more).
Eliminating liver stones is literally
like removing a giant weight from
your body. Hours after the flush many
people say they feel “reborn”.
I Guarantee You’ll Feel
Like a Million Bucks!
One thing is for sure, you’ll start
feeling incredibly healthy and
energized like magic. And many
nagging health problems
will suddenly disappear
... or your money back.
Super Phos 30
Item #15 $35.00
NOTE: For optimum
results, first clean your
colon with Jim’s pills and
Mullzyme.

100% Money Back Guarantee

“Everything about the liver flush
was true! I felt a surge of energy.
I felt great. It’s just unbelievable
how good it makes you feel”
-- Dr. N.T., NY
PAIN GONE!
“I had been experiencing
pain n my right side ofr over
five years, and the pain left
the day after my liver flush. Thank God
for people like you.” -- J.Z., CT
NONSURGICAL GODSEND !
“The liver flush is a godsend
with nonsurgical relief. After
I, my wife and my patients did
it, I am convinced it is safe
and effective in cleansing the gallbladder,
liver and entire body that results in
energy and stamina galore.” -- Dr. T.C.,
MA
MEMORY RETURNED!
“After the liver flush my
memory immediately came
back like the old days. I now
see numbers and don’t forget.” -- G.F.,
CO
SURGERY CANCELLED!
“My gallbladder was painful
for months. My doctor
scheduled surgery. I did the
liver flush and passed stones. I call the
doctor, cancelled the operation, said I’m
fine, don’t need it.” -- L.J., FL

RISK-FREE

